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Attorney Docket No. EGQ—005CP3C1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLICANT: Smith CONFIRMATION NO.: 1022

APPLICATION NO.: 13/964,938 GROUP NO.: 2881

FILING DATE: August 12, 2013 EXAMINER : McCormack, Jason L.

TITLE: High Brightness Laser—DriVen Light Source

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION

Madam:

This paper is submitted in response to the final Office Action mailed from the Patent

Office on July 17, 2014. Applicant submits herewith a Request for Prioritized Examination, a

Request for Continued Examination (RCE), a Petition for Extension of Time, and related fees.

In the event any additional fees are due, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge them to

Attomey’s Deposit Account No. 50-3081.

Applicant respectfully requests entry of this Amendment and Response, in which:

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2, and

Applicant’s Remarks begin on page 7.
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Amendments to the Claims

Please amend the claims as follows, in compliance with 37 C.F.R. § l.l2l(c). This

listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application:

Listing of the Claims:

1. (Currently amended) A method for illuminating features of a semiconductor wafer,

comprising:

ionizing a gas within a sealed pressurized plasma chamber having an operating

resseure of at least 10 atmos heres; 

providing substantiallv continuous laser energy having a wavelengtli ranoe of up

to about 2000 nm throuoh a reoion of material of the sealed _31‘essu1*ized chamber that is

trans arent to the substantiall continuous laser energv to the ionized gas to sustain a

plasma within the sealed pressurized plasma chamber to produce plasma—generated

light having wavelengths greater than 50 nm; and

illuminating the wafer with »‘&s‘<=.\<~%\\plasma— generated light__l;ayi;1g__yg_ay§l§;;1g_§l;1§

reater than 50 rim that exits the sealed ressurized chamber.

2. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising using the plasma—generated light to

measure the features of the wafer.

 
4. (Previously presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising using an optical element

to deliver the plasma—generated light from the pressurized plasma chamber to a wafer

inspection system.

5. (Canceled)
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6. (Currently amended) The method of claim_1--5%, wherein the at least one laser emits

electromagnetic energy at a wavelength of 823.2 nm, 881.9 nm, 980 nm, 992.3 nm, or 1473.3

1’1lTl.

7. (Canceled)

8. (Currently amended) The method of claim~i}5;l, wherein the laser source comprises a

continuous wave (CW) laser.

9. (Original) The method of claim 1, wherein the plasma—generated light comprises ultraviolet

light.

10-12. (Canceled)

13. (Currently amended) A ilaser driven litrht source comprising: 
 

 

 

21 .§_eal;c2si_.pr6SSuriZ6d Plasma Chambér haVing an .i..g.!.1_i.‘§.i__é?_E_1___§91$Q2.flit._i_€2[1i2;i.E1g..§§i3

gas within the chamber and a sa )hii'e window for maintainino a ressure

therein;

 

a laser for providing at least substantially continuous energy through the sapphire

_y§._/'_i_n_g_i_Q__\3_»_'__to the ionized gas within the pressurized plasma chamber to sustain a

plasma and produce plasma—generated light having wavelengths greater than 50

nm. the ressure of the lasma chamber durin 0 ieration is reater than 10

atmosggheres; and

a means for allowino the lasma--generated li ht to exit the ressurized lasma chamber

 
. . ., 1 3: . :. :\\~.\-Au :\ .— -,-W. .».

¥‘;“.:~‘3.‘}.“.‘z\‘.?i‘\‘>‘. “.‘-1‘;“;1“§f::>¥v:t§t‘%‘““z‘S$‘.Ha ‘_ , ‘.5 n. ,K
 

\‘3i‘,‘“i§“_§‘,‘x.. \.
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16. (Currently amended) The 3%--lElS€1‘---Cl1'1V€H light source of claim 15, wherein the laser

source comprises a continuous wave (CW) laser.

17. (Currently amended) The s‘}y=s}i;\<%m“elaser—d1‘iven light source of claim 13, wherein the laser

comprises at least one laser selected from the group consisting of an IR laser, a diode laser, a

fiber laser, an ytterbium laser, a C02 laser, a YAG laser, and a gas discharge laser.

18. (Currently amended) The 

least one optical element to focus and modify a property of the energy of the laser, the property

selected from the group consisting of diameter, direction, divergence, convergence, orientation,

and wavelength.

 
19. (Currently amended) The ’ ‘ mar-—iEase1‘—driV‘en light source of claim 13, further comprising at

least one optical element to modify a property of the plasma—generated light emitted by the

ionized gas as the plasma— generated light is delivered to the tool.

20. (Currently amended) The “'3m---laser~driVen liglit source of claim 13, wherein the tool is 

selected from the group consisting of a wafer inspection tool, a microscope, a metrology

tool, and a lithography tool.

21-25. (Canceled)

26. (Currently amended) A method for producing light comprising:
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ionizing with an ignition source a gas within a pressurized plasma chamber, the pressure

of the lasma chambe1'duri‘n/ 0 eration is treater than 10 atmos ")l‘1é31‘€S;   

providing (iilaser energy havint. a wavelen th range u 3 to about 2.0()() nm and ii ‘) ernerfi V 

12119.13.__t11§__ig.ni_tiQt1__§g22tg:_.t0 the ionizéd gas Within the P.;£t_?_l§‘_§_t!£i;§£1_.IZl_%§_EI!.%_.Chambflf

t0 g6n6rat6 Or Sustain ‘<1 plasma in th6 Chamb6f__!9..L2£9£l_!£§§__i:‘:_.Rlflé!l1fl:££§l!.§£%_E§§i_li§§;h£

having wavelengths greater than 50 nm; and

directin the _ lasma—
  
 enerated light out of the iessurized lasma chamber throu' h a  

 

27. (Currently amended) The method of claim 26 further comprising providing sufficient energy

from the ignition source to the plasma to maintain a desired temperature of the plasma chamber

or to maintain a desired ressure of as or va or within the lasma chamber.  

28. (Previously presented) The method of claim 26 further comprising operating the ignition

source during operation of the laser.

29-30. (Canceled )

31. (New) The method of claim 1 wherein the pressure of the plasma chamber during operation is

greater than 10 atmospheres.

32. (New) A light source, comprising:

a sealed pressurized chamber comprising a window and a curved reflective surface, the

pressurized chamber having an operating pressure greater than atmospheric pressure;

an ignition source for ionizing a gas within the pressurized chamber;

at least one laser external to the pressurized chamber for providing electromagnetic

energy to produce a plasma that generates plasma—generated light having wavelengths greater

than 50 nm, ; and

a curved reflective surface receiving at least a portion of the plasma—generated light

emitted by the plasma and reflecting the plasma—generated light toward the window, wherein the

emitted light and laser energy pass through the window.
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